ALGEBRAIC EQUIVALENCE OF LOCALLY NORMAL REPRESENTATIONS MASAMICHI TAKESAKI
It will be shown that (i) the absolute value of every locally normal linear functional is again locally normal; (ii) two locally normal representations πi and π 2 of S/ generate isomorphic von Neumann algebras ^(πϊ) and ^^(π 2 ) if and only if there exists an automorphism a of S>/ such that π x o β and π 2 are quasi-equivalent, provided that either ^(πϊ) or ^^(τr 2 ) is afinite. This paper is motivated by a recent work [6] of R. Haag. R. V. Kadison and D. Kastler. As they mentioned, the recent progress in mathematical physics has made a precise analysis of representations of a C*-algebra furnished with a net of von Neumann algebras a growing necessity.
In the first half of this paper, we shall show that the space of all locally normal linear functionals of a C*-algebra with a net of von Neumann algebras is a closed invariant subspace of the conjugate space in the sense of [14] , which will imply that the absolute value of a locally normal linear functional is locally normal too.
The last half of this paper will be devoted to extending a result of Powers [11] for UHF algebra to a C*-algebra sf with a proper sequential type 1^ funnel. Namely it will be shown that two locally normal representations π λ and π 2 of the C*-algebra s%? generate isomorphic von Neumann algebras if and only if they are connected by an automorphism of s^. This is proven under the assumption that one of the generated von Neumann algebras is σ-finite. 2* The locally normal conjugate space of a C*-algebra with a net of von Neumann algebras* Let Szf be a C*-algebra. Suppose a system % = (j&Q of C*-subalgebras of s>f indexed by a directed set {a} is given such that:
(i) j^ς is a von Neumann subalgebra of j^ if a ^ β; (ϋ) \}a^f a is dense in s^ with respect to the norm topology. The system % = {s/a} is called a net (in Ssf) of von Neumann algebras and each j^ς is called local subalgebra of DEFINITION Proof. Let {φ n } be a sequence in V converging to ^eJ/* with respect to the norm topology. For each a, we have
as n->oo; hence {φ n \^J converges to φ\ s/a . Since the predual j^f a * of each j^ς is complete, φ\^a belongs to j^*, so that φ is locally normal. Hence V is closed.
Take an arbitrary element φe V. Let a be an element of s$f a . For each β, there exists an index 7 such that a ^ 7, β ^ 7. Since φ\ss ^is normal and a is in j^J, aφ\^ is normal, so that is normal. Hence aφ belongs to V. Therefore, if a belongs to then aφ is locally normal. If a is an arbitrary element of j^f, then there exists a sequence {a n } in U j^ such that lim||α -a n \\ = 0 n~*oo hence lim 11 aφ -a n φ \ \ ^ lim \\a -a n \\\\φ\\ = 0 .
Therefore aφ belongs to V since V is closed. By symmetry, φa is also in V. Hence V is invariant. The last half of our assertion follows from the fact that V is invariant as a subspace of sί/* by [14] . This completes that proof.
As an immediate consequence of the above result, we get COROLLARY 3. In the same situation as Proposition 1, if This follows directly from the weak sequential completeness of the predual j^ς* of each JK, see for example [12] .
3* Algebraic equivalence of locally normal representations* First of all, we recall the definition of algebraic equivalence of two representations given by Powers [11] : DEFINITION 5. Let (π 19 βέ^) and (τr 2 , <%%) be two representations of a C*-algebra Stf. If the von Neumann algebras ^£{pl) and ^^(π 2 ) generated by π^Szf) and π 2 (j^) respectively are isomorphic, then π x and τr 2 are said to be algebraically equivalent.
The following is a slight modification of a definition given by Haag, Kadison and Kastler [6] . DEFINITION 6 . A sequential type 1^ funnel {j^ς} of a C*-algebra is said to be proper if each relative commutant JK' Γ) X+i of in JK+i is of type JL.
The following lemma is a modification of Glimm and Kadison's result [3] . LEMMA 
Let ^^ be a von Neumann algebra generated by an increasing sequence {J^J of C*-algebras, each of which contains the identity 1 of ^f. Let *%f(*s#Q denote the group of all unitary operators of JK Then the union (J?=i ^(*SK) is strongly dense in the group ^(^-fί) of unitary operators of

Proof. Take an arbitrary unitary operator ue^(M).
There exists a self-adjoint operator h e ^^ such that u = exp (2πih) and \\h\\ ^ 1. Since (j£=i ^K is a strongly dense *-subalgebra of ^f, there exists, by Kaplansky's density theorem [2: Th. 3, p. 43], a net {hj} jeJ of self-adjoint elements in \J7 =1 JK such that {hj} jeJ converges strongly to h and \\h ό \\ ^ 1. Put u ό = exp (2πίh s ), j e J. Since each hj belongs to some j*ς, u ά belongs to (J~=i ^(J^O-By the strong continuity of the functional calculus on the bounded set of self-adjoint elements (see [10] ), the net {u ό } converges strongly to u. This completes the proof. LEMMA Since jy" Π <^ is properly infinite, jy" Π ^€ contains an infinite sequence {p n } of equivalent orthogonal projections with Σ p n = 1. For each index n, let % n be a partial isometry in jy" Π ^ such that wί^Λ = p x and ^%^* = p n . Then we have Hence u is a unitary operator in ^. By a straightforward calculation, we have and <g^ = u.^w 1 . Then ^ and â re both type JL subfactors of ^/f with properly infinite relative commutant in ^ff. Put Λf = c^?t π ^#^ Since ^ is a type I subfactor of ^^, ^^ is decomposed into the tensor product:
1} The <7-strong* topology in a von Neumann algebra ^y^ is defined as the locally convex topology induced by the family of seminorms: a G^ ->pω(x) = ω(x*x + xx*) 1 ! 2 , where ω runs over all normal states of ^&. The σ-strong* topology agree with the strong operator topology on the unitary group of ^^, but their uniform structures are different.
If JK => ^, then s$f n is also decomposed with respect to this tensor product:
Since \J Jϊf n generates ^, U~=i (^' ΓΊ JK) generates ^' Π L et & be the uniform closure of (JΓ=i 0^' Π JK) Then ^ has a. sequential type I funnel {<£" n JK} Since
by assumption, ^' Π J^ζ is properly infinite for n > n 0 because Moreover, we have, for n > n 0 , As an immediate consequence of Lemma 11, we have the following extension of a corresponding result of Powers for UHF-algebras in [11] . THEOREM The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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